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Abstract 

The way software developers work day-to-day has a major impact on 
the speed and quality of product development. Workspace management 
and version control bridge the gap between architecture, process, and 
the code. But these issues are often ignored. 

This paper presents a pattern language for constructing a productive 
developer workspace, tying the workspace structures together with 
architecture and configuration management. While organizational 
support for developer productivity is always helpful, you can apply 
these patterns, even if you are a developer working on your own. 

Introdu ction 
Much of the patterns literature is devoted to patterns about code. The patterns in Design Patterns [1] 
patterns address basic building blocks of Object-oriented systems; The patterns in Pattern-Oriented 
Software Architecture – A System of Patterns [2] address systems architecture issues. Many of the papers 
in the Pattern Languages of Program Design series[3-6]are about the design elements of applications. This 
is because the code embodies the ideas and functions of software systems, and is thus, more visible. 
However, we need to spend more time discussing the structures that enable us to build systems. In many 
ways this is the harder problem because it involves more than simply technical details.  

Writing code as an individual does not present the coordination challenges that writing code as part of a 
team does. For an individual coder, the problems are all about objects, APIs, classes: technical details that 
developers are comfortable with. When you add other people to the project the task becomes complicated. 
In addition to solving a technical problem you must now also communicate with each other and coordinate 
your work. 

The bigger picture is that development involves Product Architecture, Version Control & Branching, and 
Workspace Management.  

A well thought out architecture can mitigate many of the tensions, such as coordination and dependency 
issues, caused by different people working on the same problem. The issue is compounded when you have 
different teams collaborating. Configuration Management and integration plans prevent people from 
interfering with each other’s work by providing a mechanism and process for communication and 
coordination. Architecture, process, and other parts of the development environment all come together at 
the point where the developer does his coding. 
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Issues surrounding how you, as a developer set up your workspace are often orphans, in that t hey are not 
reall y about high-level management (there is an organization patterns language li terature about that1) nor 
are they about low level coding. Version control issues are not often well understood by developers, but are 
rather treated as a procedure to follow. Version and configuration management are left for the “build” 
people to handle. But given the impact that they have on your day-to-day work environment, it is 
worthwhile for developers to have a better understanding of them. 

As a developer you can independently exercise limited control over the development process and 
architecture, but a good  personal process can go a long way in helping an individual be effective, even in 
the absence of an establi shed group practice. This small pattern language presents an approach for building 
a realm in which a developer can work effectively as part of a team. Ideally, the whole organization should 
consider this approach, but, if it is used incrementally, one developer at a time, or one team at a time, 
improvements wil l be possible. 

This paper describes workspaces, and is based on configuration management and build patterns that have 
appeared elsewhere [8-12]. 

Roadmap to the Paper 
The following sections describe the concepts behind pattern languages, and how workspaces fit into the 
larger picture of constructing software systems. The Pattern Language starts with the section A Pattern 
Language for Workspaces on page 6. The introduction can be skipped if you are familiar with Pattern 
Languages and the general issues of workspace management. The section Elements of a Workspace on 
page 4 defines what we mean by workspace. 

This paper briefly presents a scenario for building a workspace and points you to the patterns for 
completing the detail s. The patterns cover areas such as: 

• Branching Policies and Techniques 

• Version Control Policies and Version Management Techniques 

• Build Management Procedures 

• Integration Policies and Techniques. 

As a developer, you may not feel that you have control over each part of the system. Even if this is so, you 
can still build part of the solution. The aim of the patterns is to focus on the result, not how you get there. 
While specific tools may help you (for example, version control systems), you can still approach the goal 
by other means. 

Pattern Languag es 
Patterns are about structures that solve problems by balancing many, often confli cting, forces [13]. A 
Pattern language shows how structures relate, while showing you how to build those structures. To use the 
pattern language, look for the pattern that describes the structure you would li ke to set up, and then try to 
set up the ones that support it. This paper discusses how to use patterns to create a workspace that resolves 
issues in team development by building the supporting structures.  

Why a pattern language, and not simply a li st of guidelines? The detail s of what to do in a given 
environment often vary depending on the situation; guidelines often hide that detail. 

The patterns cover many of the issues in detail, leaving you to explore whether the pattern is a structure that 
you need, and if it is, how you implement it. 

                                                        
1 As an example: [7] James O. Coplien, "A Generative Development Process Pattern Language," in 
Pattern Languages of Program Design. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1995..  
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Workspace 
This paper talks about the virtual place where you as a developer spend most of your day when 
programming: the development workspace. 

Your work on a software project has many aspects, including: 

• The architecture 

• The organization’s structure 

• Version control and change management poli cies and tools 

• Your working style. 

Bass [14] for example, discusses how organization has an impact on the module structure. These aspects all 
have an effect on: 

• Workspace Management: How you set up your local development environment and how your 
workspace related to others. 

• Version Control and identification: how you use source control tools and other means to 
coordinate changes with others, publish your changes, and reproduce environments, such as when 
you need to fix a bug in an earlier release. This includes issues such as branching and labeling, 
which are often faced with much consternation. 

• Coordination: How you work together with other teams and developers. 

• Identification: How you know what you built . 

Architecture

Organization Structure

Version Control &
Configuration Management

W orkspace

 

Figure 1: Influences between Structures 

Why Care about Workspaces? 
Even the most advanced, high-concept, distributed systems rely on low level processes working correctly. 
Effectively deploying a product plan or development process depends on the way you manage your 
workspace.  The workspace is where software development happens. Consider the following scenarios.  

A company has a complicated build scheme where the latest versions are always built nightly, and 
developers use the shared objects to do their own development. This lets them save disk space. You start 
working on a problem with the latest build. You spend the whole day setting up a reliable test scenario, but 
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then need to leave because of a personal engagement. The next morning, your test set up no longer 
compiles. Someone changed something in one of the user interface libraries (which do not impact the bug) 
and you implicitl y got the latest code. You now need to spend the next day getting back to where you were 
last night. 

In another scenario, you are making complicated changes to a body of code. It takes a couple of days, and 
you check in the code. When the nightly build runs your code appears to have broken the build. You track 
the problem down to changes by another person made before you checked in your change. 

These scenarios are based on real problems in companies that thought they had a pretty good system going 
since they had automated builds. All could have been avoided by structuring developer’s workspaces 
appropriately. Unless your organization puts significant roadblocks in your path, you can structure your 
workspace to avoid these problems almost entirely on your own. 

Elements of a Workspace 
A workspace is connected to the workspaces of other developers, as well as the surrounding infrastructure 
of the organization that the developer works in. As a developer, you can do a lot on your own to help a 
process go smoothly; ideally there are structures around the developer’s “realm” that support make it 
easier. Figure 2 shows the relationship between these elements. 

Pro jec t

W o rks p ace

Dev elop er W o rks pace In teg rat ion W o rks pace

Sandbo x

+Project1

+W orkspace1..*

+Owner

1

+TaskW S

*

Release W o rks p ac e

 

Figure 2 Elements of a Workspace 

The workspace includes (but is not limited to): 

• Any source files (or their equivalent). 

• The procedures that you use to interact with other developer’s workspaces. 

• The tools used to manage development and change, including interfaces to the Version Control 
system. 

A workspace has the following properties: 

• Some initial state. You populate the workspace from source files in version control, or from a 
system build. 
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• The current state of the source code. This includes any changes you have made. 

• The current state of the built (executable) program that you are working on. This means any 
binaries that are affected by your source changes must be re-built . For example, when using C++, 
a change to a header file means (at least) a need to recompile any clients of that project. If you are 
developing interfaces, you may discover that certain clients will not compile unless their code is 
changed. 

While it is possible to insulate yourself f rom changes by appropriate use of interfaces, developing an 
evolving system means cooperating with other people. You need to integrate their changes, and you need to 
publish your changes. With the appropriate structures in place you can do this painlessly.  
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A Pattern Langua ge for Worksp aces 
This section details the patterns. The patterns come from many sources (as cited in the references section).  

Once the architecture and basic structure of the codelines and responsibil ities are establi shed, you need to 
consider how to build and structure the workspaces. Figure 3 shows the structure of the language. An arrow 
from one pattern to another means that the first pattern is completed by the pattern that it points to. 

Private W orkspace

Named Stable Bases

Private System Build

Smoke Test

Shared Source
Cache

Shared Object
Cache

Reproducible
Build

A

B

 Pattern A needs B
implemeted to be complete.

A

B

One of a class of patterns
sets the context for B .

Task Branch

Sandbox

Integration Build

Pattern In This Paper

Other Pattern

L eg end :

Development Line

Private Versioning

 
Figure 3: Overview of the Language 

This looks more complicated than it is. The key to understanding the pattern language is to think in terms 
of structure instead of process. The language will show you how to build a workspace by adding on 
additional supporting, structures.  
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Using the Language to Control Change 
Software product development involves development on many time scales: 

• Releases. (There may be more than one release available to customers.) 

• Builds. You many have a process for preparing complete packages in a intermediate state. These 
packages may be for pre-release QA testing or simply for development testing, 

• Change li sts. Every time you makes a change,, the state of the system changes.  

Set up your workspace to help the developer deal with the rate of change. Consider the following goals: 

• Ensure that your changes will not break the rest of the system when they are checked in 
(published). 

• Ensure that you know your current state of the system in your workspace. You do not want files 
changing out from under you. 

You want an integration workspace where you can make changes, incorporate other changes, and publish 
the results at your own pace. An integration workspace is built out of the following other components: 

• A Private Workspace. This is where the work gets done. The workspace by itself is a simple 
structure and it needs a number of supporting elements. 

• A CodeLine (mainline) to get the source from which you will use to start work. If you are working 
on an older build you can get the code for that version. The CodeLine contains the 
SharedSourceCache. 

• Since some components are quite stable, and perhaps expensive to build, you may want to start 
with a  SharedObjectCache to populate your environment. This cache is populated by a system 
build. If the code if truly immutable, you can point to a shared resource, but you do not want these 
objects changing without your knowledge after a subsequent build. 

• Any changes you make could affect many parts of the system. You want to be able to build the 
entire system using a procedure similar to the one that generates released objects. A 
PrivateSystemBuild enables you to do this. 

• As you work on changes, you many want to make an experimental major change in the code, and 
want to checkpoint part of your changes. Checking in the code to a version control system often 
makes the code available to others. PrivateVersioning provides a way to handle this using 
Branching patterns or other mechanisms supported by your tools. 

The Patterns detail the tradeoffs involved in setting up a workspace. 
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Private Workspace  

 

When you are working on a problem on an active Development Line (for example, Mainline) people wil l be 
making frequent changes. But people don’ t work well with uncontrolled change. This pattern describes 
how you can reconcile the tension between always developing with a current code base, and the reality that 
people cannot work effectively when their environment is in constant flux.  

�� ������������
 

As a developer, you must have a way to maintain local stability in the midst of global change. This is 
the only way to get changes made efficiently and quickly. 

When you develop software you need access to the code for the element that you are working on. The code 
base for this may be changing because other team members are working on related parts of the component. 
You also need access to the components that your element interfaces with so that you can do testing. The 
external components are also undergoing evolution.  

One way to run a development project is to work off the latest system build all of the time, and receive 
automatic updates. This is the most economical in terms of space and time. You only need to change and 
build your components. The system gets built once, perhaps daily, and everyone references the new 
binaries and source.  In a complex system (which most systems are) this means that many things are 
changing. Most of the time this won’ t be a problem, since the changes you are importing may not have a 
direct effect on what you are doing. But software systems are complex, and it is diff icult to determine 
ahead of time whether a change wil l have consequences for your work. 

At any point in time some of these changes may be buggy, or at least, inconsistent with the changes that 
you are working on. Trying to work with these latest components will slow you down. 

This situation can cause problems if the shared repository changes while you are in the middle of a task. 
The benefits of saving disk space are evaporated by the cost of having the developer try to reproduce a test 
scenario, or try to get his components to build in the presence of interface changes in the newest code. A 
change that can have substantial effect on the part of the system you are working on can cause you hours of 
effort by forcing you to resolve new problems that are unrelated to your current work.  

Therefore, 

To develop code, you need to have a Private Workspace where you control what you are working on. 
You have total control over when your environment changes. 

Every team member should be able to set up an environment where they have total control of what they are 
working with. You control when systems are updated. Ideally, you want to be as up to date as possible, but 
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you only want to update your workspace between tasks, and you want to guarantee that you are able to 
obtain particular versions of other components so that you can be sure that you can build and test.  

One risk with allowing this control is that developers will work with old “known” releases too long, and 
they will be working with outdated code. You can protect yourself from this by doing periodic Private 
System Builds and making sure that changes do not break the build or fail the Smoke Test. 

You can populate the environment either by copying the files from a known good build (one of the Named 
Stable Bases) or from the Mainline or by referencing files from the Shared Object Cache for components 
that you will not change.  If disk space is at a premium, use files from a Shared Source Cache(RC) if you 
will not be changing the files. You can also get the all of the source from the correct code line and build the 
system from scratch if that is not too time consuming. Figure 4 shows the structure between the workspace, 
source control, and the starting point for your workspace. 

Sou rce Con t ro l

Dev elop er Ch ang es

L ates t B u il dDev elop er W o rks p ace

File Source

Local Copy

+File Copies

*

+File Source

*

+Original Files1

+Edits

*

 

Figure 4 Structure of a Private Workspace 

  

In addition, a Private Workspace can include tools that facil itate your work, as long as the tools are 
compatible with the work style of the team. 

To be sure that you have built all dependencies, do a Private System Build. Check that the changes integrate 
successfully with the work others have done in the meantime by getting the latest code from the Mainline 
(exclusive of changes you have made). If you are working on multiple tasks at one time, your workspace 
should have many Sandboxes. 

Having a Private Workspace does take more space than working with shared source, but the simplicity that 
it adds to your work is worth it. An automated build process should also have its own workspace, but this 
workspace would always get all the updates, if you are doing a “latest” build. 

Example 
The Widget Editor team uses components from the “Shared Component Team.” The Shared Component 
Team is in the midst of adding a complicated feature, and the last couple of build have flaws. You know 
that the interfaces that you are using are not changing. The Widget Editor team sets up their build 
environment so that they use a known good build of the Shared Components. As the quality of the tip of the 
source control line works, some of the Widget Editor Team members start buil ding against the latest Shared  
Components.  
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References 
This is a structure that that some find so obvious, that some feel that it isn’ t worth documenting. Others 
never stumble upon it, but a Private Workspace is the first step in controll ing your environment. Whitgift 
[15] briefly mentions the role of workspaces as a place “where an item evolves through many temporary 
and inconsistent states until is checked into the library.”  
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Private System Build 

 

 A Private Workspace allows you, as a developer, to insulate yourself from external changes to your 
environment. But you are making changes to the global environment too. This pattern explains how to 
make a good effort at knowing that your code will still be consistent with the latest published code base 
when you submit your changes. 

�� ������������
 

You need a way to ensure that the impact of your changes can be evaluated effectively before a 
system build. 

In a development team with liberal code line policies changes happen very fast. The only true test of 
whether changes are truly compatible is the system build. Often organizations have very well establi shed 
formal build procedures, but they don’ t scale down to the developers. To be able to do a reasonable test of 
the effect of the changes, you must be able to build all parts of the system that your code has an effect on.  

Therefore, 

Before making a submission to source control do a Private System Build. 

Make sure that your code works in your current environment. Then update your Sandbox with the latest 
code from the Codeline that you are working on, and do a build. A complete (full ) build is best, but if your 
dependencies are set up correctly, an incremental one is suff icient. 

The private system build should have the following attributes: 

• Be li ke the Integration and product builds as much as possible, though some details that are related 
to release and packaging can be omitted. It should at least use the same compiler, versions of 
external components, and directory structure.  

• Include all dependencies. 

• Include all of the components that are dependent on the change. (For example, various application 
executables.) 

The build can differ from the product build in the following ways: 

• It can be done in an IDE or other development environment, as long as you know that the compiler 
is compatible with the one used in the Product Build process. 
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• It can skip steps that insert identifying information into the final product, for example, updating 
version resources. 

A Private System Build does take time, but this is time spent by only one person rather than each member 
of the team should there be a problem. If building the entire system is prohibitive, build the smallest 
number of components that your changes effect. 

Example 
You have just fixed a bug that took 3 days to fix . After verifying that the bug is fixed, you synchronize your 
workspace to the tip of the code line, and then do a Private System Build using a build procedure that 
builds all of the components of the system. This procedure can omit items such as incrementing release 
numbers, etc, that may be present in the product build. If the build works, and passes a minimal smoke test, 
you check your changes in. 

References 
Steve McConnell mentions the need to do a build before checking in code in Rapid Development [16]. 
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Sandbox 

 

 
Within a Private Workspace, you may need to work on different tasks at the same time. These projects may 
not even be compatible. While working on the tasks, you want to be able to have free reign without 
adversely impacting others. This pattern addresses the issues that arise when you need to work 
independently on a number of projects,  in a number of environments. 

�� ������������
 

Sometimes you need to work on more than one task simultaneously where you are free to experiment 
independently with the code for each one. 

Software development is interrupt driven. Versions of the code are produced and some of these versions 
comprise the code base of the release. There are tasks for the release that is currently being developed and 
tasks to fix bugs in the latest release. Within each of these releases there are tasks that have different time 
scales. Each task may require a different version of the code base, with different supporting tools and 
libraries. The different versions may not work well together. 
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Private W orkspace

Current Release W ork Bug Fix W ork

Mainline Release LinePrivate Branch

 

Figure 5: Tasks in a workspace 

Therefore, 

Allow for a number of sandboxes within each workspace. A Sandbox is an independent copy of all 
the code needed to perform a task. Create a sandbox for each task that works off of a different code 
base. 

Populate the sandbox from the appropriate branch. Share or copy files and binaries as appropriate, being 
sure that you can re-build any objects that are dependent on objects that you change. The sandbox should 
also include the correct versions of third party code, as well as all local system components. 

Some component environments, such as COM, define certain items on a machine wide basis, so be sure to 
have a process to switch between workspaces by un-registering and registering the appropriate servers.  

Repo s i to ry

Sandbo x fo r Task 1Sandbo x Fo r T ask 2

Populated From

Repo s i to ry  /M ain B ran c h

Populated From

Dev elop er W orks p ace

 
Figure 6: Relationship between Sandbox and Workspace 

This structure can be used in combination with a Task Branch when you are performing a complicated 
Refactoring,[17]. Each Task Branch can then be associated with a sandbox. 
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Example 
Suppose that you are working on release 3.0. This release is stil l  on the main line. A bug for the 2.1 release, 
which is in the final stages of QA before release, is reported.  

You create a new sandbox in your workspace and populate it with the binaries from the release that 
corresponds to the 2.1release. You then get the latest code from the 2.1 Branch, and extract the relevant 
source code in to your workspace. When you are confident that things work, check the changes back into 
the appropriate code line. 

References 
Many version control tools provide explicit support of separate sandboxes. Perforce2 provides for “client 
specifications” that map different versions of f iles to different directories in the user’s file system. The 
client specifications also have the change li sts associated with them. 

                                                        
2 www.perforce.com 
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Integration Build 

 

When you change code, you should check to be sure that code compiles before it is checked in, but because 
of concurrent work done in separate Private Workspaces and Sandboxes, or simply error, the code may 
break the System Build. This pattern addresses mechanisms for helping to ensure that the code always 
builds. 

�� ������������
 

How do you make sure that the code is always in a state such that it builds? 

When you make code available for other developers (checked-in, published, etc) it is possible that, despite 
your best intentions, that you may introduce build errors. Your build environment may even be inconsistent 
with the “release” build environment at any point in time. 

Doing a complete build does take time, but if the build is broken, the problem is at least localized.  

Tracking down inconsistent change sets is frustrating work for other developers, so the smoother the build, 
the higher morale. You need a way to ensure that these inconsistencies are caught as quickly as possible. 

Therefore, 

Be sure that all changes (and their dependencies) are built using a central Integration Build process. 

This build process should be: 

• Reproducible 

• As close as possible to the Product build. Minor items, such as how files are version labeled might 
vary, but it is best if the Integration Build is the same as the Product build.  At the end of the 
Integration build, you should have a Release (Testing) Candidate. 

• Automated, or requiring minimal intervention to work. The harder a build is to run, the more even 
the best-intentioned developers wil l  skip the process occasionally. If your source control system 
supports triggers, you could have the build run on every check-in. 

• A notification or logging mechanism to identify errors and inconsistencies. The sooner that build 
errors are identified, the sooner they can be fixed. Also, rapid notification makes it easier to track 
the change that broke the build. 
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Perform the build in a Sandbox that contains the components being integrated. Determine how often to run 
the integration build based on the following factors: 

• How long it takes to build the system 

• How quickly changes are happening 

If the system takes a long time to build, or if the product is fairly static, consider at least a staged daily 
build, with an option to run additional builds as needed. Otherwise, consider running the build on every 
submission (check in) to source control. While this may seem resource intensive, it wil l make it very easy 
to determine the sequence of changes that broke the build. 

Follow up the Integration Build with a Smoke Test. 

Example 
You check in a change to the repository. The source control system responds to the check in by extracting 
all of the files for the system, and it builds the resulting system. Errors in the build get reported to the build 
master as well as the person who submitted the change. 

References 
Rapid Development [16]describes a Daily Build and Smoke Test. The Daily Build and Smoke Test Pattern 
first appeared in Coplien’s pattern language[7]. 
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Smoke Test 

 

Periodic Integration Builds are useful for verifying low-level integration issues. There are still runtime 
issues that can cause you grief later. This pattern addresses the decisions you need to make to validate a 
build. 

�� ������������
 

How do we know that the system is still functional after the last changes? 

You hope that you tested the code adequately before checking it in You hope that others have done so as 
well . Even if you and your colleagues make a good faith effort to test, you may stil l not have tested against 
all of the changes made by others. Also, some integration tests may need resources that are not on every 
development machine.  

Therefore, 

Subject each build to a smoke test that verifies that the application has not broken in an obvious way. 

The scope of the test need not be exhaustive. It should test basic functions, and simple integration issues. 
Ideally it should be automated so that there is little cost to do it. The Smoke Test should not replace deeper 
integration testing.  A suite of unit like tests can form the basis for the smoke test if nothing else is 
immediately available. Most importantly, these tests should be self scoring. They should return a test status 
and not require manual intervention to see if the test passed. (An error may well involve some effort to 
discover the source.) 

Running a Smoke test with each build does not remove the responsibilit y for a developer to test his changes 
before submitting them to the repository. A smoke test is most useful for bug fixes, and for looking for 
inadvertent interactions between existing and new functionality. All code should be unit tested by the 
developer, and where reasonable, run through some scenarios in a system environment. 

When adding new functionalit y to a system, extend the smoke test to test this functionality as well . 

Example 
The automated build runs a script that tests basic functionali ty. 
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References 
“Daily Build” and “Smoke Test” often appear in the same sentence, so the references for Integration Build 
may be interesting. Code Complete [18] describes strategies for developing Unit tests. The Art of Software 
Testing [19]provides and excellent overview of basic testing strategy.  
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Related Patterns 
The following table lists some patterns that were mentioned in the document that are described in detail 
elsewhere. 

Pattern Name Description Referenced in 

Task Branch A short-li ved branch to 
perform a specific task. This 
allows you to checkpoint 
changes before they are ready 
to be shared 

http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/acme/branching/ 

Streamed Lines: Branching Patterns for Parallel 
Software Development  

 

Mainline Structure your version control 
system so that current work is 
done on a Mainline, with 
releases and other work 
branching off of it. 

http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/acme/branching/ 

Streamed Lines: Branching Patterns for Parallel 
Software Development  

 

Shared Object 
Cache 

Create a place where 
developers can copy or 
reference the results of a good 
build. 

http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/acme/plop99/ 

Software Reconstruction: Patterns for Reproducing 
Software Builds 

Shared Source 
Cache 

Create a place where 
developers can reference the 
source for components that 
they will not change. 

http://www.enteract.com/~bradapp/acme/plop99/ 

Software Reconstruction: Patterns for Reproducing 
Software Builds 

Named Stable 
Bases 

Identify points in time for the 
software source tree for which 
the software works to an 
extent adequate for integration 
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